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One Of The Best Investments In Business
As you grow your business, it begins to occur to you that there are things you can be doing in your 

business to produce even more value than you’re producing now - which will translate into increased 
sales, growth and profit. New opportunities turn up, new ways to create value emerge, and new ways to 
get customers manifest.

And then you realize that there’s just one “little problem” with these new opportunities: Your 
schedule is already full, and you don’t have time to pursue them. The only way to “graduate” to the next 
level in your business is to delegate some of the things you’re already doing to others. This will free up 
your time to actively pursue the higher-value work, and leverage your efforts up to the next level of 
results and rewards.

When I started my business selling eBooks and information products online, I did everything myself 
for the first several months. I made the website, dealt with the web hosting, answered all the customer 
service emails - everything. After a few months of this, I realized that I was spending about 20 hours per 
week doing “administrative” stuff like customer service, checking stats, and managing payments.

It was valuable to be doing everything myself, because it really kept my finger on the pulse of what 
was working, what wasn’t working, how much customers felt about what they were buying, etc. But it 
was also limiting, because I started to have much bigger opportunities that I couldn’t take advantage of... 
and I didn’t have the time for them. Having one product was great, but what about making the next one? 
Having one way of getting leads was great, but what about adding another one? (As a note, when I 
released my second product about a year after starting my business, my sales doubled that day - and 
stayed doubled, and when I added my next main “pillar” of getting customers, my business also grew 
dramatically - this stuff is a big deal.)

The first person I hired was a virtual assistant, who came to work for me part-time, doing all of the 
administrative work. For less than $10 an hour, I had someone take about 20 hours per week worth of 
work from me. This gave me several hours per day to do things like test new marketing, create value for 
my customers, get new partners to sell my products, and other higher-value activities.

I estimate that the higher-value work that I had available to do was making me in the neighborhood 
of $50-$100 per hour or more, and I “bought back” my time for less than $10 per hour with the virtual 
assistant. That’s an amazing return on investment. As my business grew, I hired more people to my 
team - all working from home - and wound up growing my company to the multi-million dollar per year 
level. Eventually, I had over 50 team members, all working 100% virtually, running a business doing tens 
of millions of dollars in sales per year.

A quick disclaimer: We’re going to talk about hiring people and managing them in this report. I’m not 
an attorney, and I almost definitely don’t live in your city or state - and possibly not even your country. 
There are laws that govern hiring people, and you should read up on them to make sure you’re not 
violating any of them. Don’t discriminate, and always treat people with respect. Anything you use from 
this report is your responsibility, and it’s your responsibility to do your legal homework before you hire 
anyone.

Now let’s get back to the reason why it’s important to learn how to be effective when delegating, 
hiring, and outsourcing...
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You Should Only Be Doing One Of Two Things
In my mind, you should be doing one of two things at any given time in your life:

1) Focused effort that produces the highest possible value

2)Leisure activities that produce the most possible rejuvenation

In a business, the focused efforts that produce the highest value are usually making your product or 
service more “buyable” and making your marketing more persuasive and memorable. Everything else, 
except for the structures that support developing your product and marketing - are usually distractions.

Maximizing for rejuvenation is counter-intuitive in a society and business culture that values “hard 
work” and “effort.” I get more valuable business insights resulting from a good vacation than I do from 
putting in another week of “harder work.”

Everything “in between” these two is essentially robbing yourself twice. In this case, in between is 
defined as doing either of them “half-assed.” First, you’re robbing yourself of the much higher income 
you could be making by doing the higher value-producing activity. And second, you’re robbing yourself 
because you’re doing work that isn’t challenging you at the highest level, plus it’s costing you the 
growth... and you’re wasting time “doing” things ineffectively when you could be enjoying the priceless 
and rejuvenating power of a deeply relaxing and renewing experience.

If you “institute” this one mindset starting today, it can change the game for you in your business, 
and lead to you building a much more successful and profitable business.

I’m pretty “serious” when it comes to this mindset. I do my very best to avoid activities that aren’t 
either producing very high value, or relaxing and rejuvenating me. I believe that an hour doing my highest 
value work is worth about 1,000 times as much as an hour essentially wasted doing something that 
doesn’t build my business and income (and that’s an actual estimate).

I believe that an hour of focused relaxation and rejuvenation is worth even more than an hour of 
doing my highest-value work.

How extreme does this get?

The Quarter Fairy
A few years ago, I had lunch with a friend who was building a very successful business. We drove in 

my car to a local restaurant in Santa Monica, California - where I was living at the time. Right after 
parking my car in a metered space on the street, I noticed that I only had a few quarters left in my change 
dish to pay the meter. As we got out, I mentioned that it looked like it was time to alert the quarter fairy 
- so I wrote a text message on my phone.

My friend asked me what I was talking about, and I told him that I have someone that works with me 
put rolls of quarters in my glove compartment, so I have them for the meter - and that I was texting 
them to let them know that I needed a refill.

He actually opened his mouth in mock-shock and smiled. He said “You have someone put quarters 
in your glove compartment?” I said “Of course.”
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It’s one of my favorite stories about the mindset, because it points to the root of the challenge: We 
have SO many things in our lives that we do in the modern age, that it’s easy to not even consider most 
of them as things that we could delegate. When I talk to entrepreneurs who are working to build their 
businesses, we can often identify 5-10 hours per week of time that’s being spent doing things like 
shopping, running errands, putting gas in the car, laundry, ordering things online, etc.

It doesn’t feel like a lot of time when it’s just an hour or two per day. But think about how it adds up. 
An hour or two per day is 365-730 hours per year. This is in the neighborhood of 9-18 full 40-hour work 
WEEKS. How would your business and life be different if you had invested 9-18 full-time work-weeks 
doing only the highest value-producing activities possible - for, let’s say, 10 years?

Time flies. As the old proverb says: “Too soon old, too late smart.”

I read a story years ago about Warren Buffett. Someone asked him why he drove an old used car, 
when he could buy a new car with the money he had. He answered by saying that if he buys a new car 
now, and doesn’t invest the money, it will cost him millions in the future. Warren understands the long-
term implications of compounding interest and value.

If Warren Buffett takes the $50,000 that he could have spent on a nice new car, and invests it at the 
20% per year return that he gets, that turns into about $100 MILLION DOLLARS over 40 years.

And if that’s the effect when you’re dealing with money, then how much more important is it to 
apply this same dynamic to your actual LIFE and your TIME?

What Should You Outsource First?
In the first report and video in this series, we did an exercise called the “Productivity Pyramid.” (If you 

didn’t do that exercise, then I highly recommend it. It’s a great way to get clarity on what to delegate and 
what to focus your time and effort on doing... to grow your business as quickly as possible.)

At the bottom levels of the pyramid, we listed the activities that we do inside our businesses that are 
low dollar-value per hour (and some that are even zero or negative value). These tend to be things like 
running errands, reading the mail, handling simple customer service issues, setting appointments, etc. 

Now, I’ve worked with a lot of entrepreneurs in my day, helping them to grow their businesses. 
Something I often hear is “I like doing those things” or “I don’t trust anyone else to do them” or “It’s not 
worth hassling to find someone to do these thing” - or any of a bunch of other reasons why we hold on 
to activities that aren’t creating the highest results in our business.

I’d like to really take a stand here, and encourage you to carefully consider your own reasons for why 
you hold on to activities that aren’t the highest value-producing things you could be doing. (If you read 
my first report on productivity, you’ll remember the concept of the “CHASER” - and I secretly believe 
that a main reason why we often hold on to habitual activities is because that’s where we feel 
emotionally safe and comfortable... and where we’re in rapport with our early family-system identity and 
esteem complex. But that’s a conversation for a different time...)

Is building a business that makes you increasing profit and income important to you? Would you 
eventually like to earn so much money that you literally don’t care about making more - so you can do 
other things with your life? Would you like your business to actually set you free financially? Do you 
want this to happen in a reasonable time-frame, so you have a lot of your life left to enjoy when you 
cross that threshold?
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My point is simple: Some of the things you can do inside your business produce a lot, LOT more 
value than the other activities. If you do these activities more often, they actually compound together and 
multiply each other. Because we can learn very quickly, and evolve the types of activities we do in our 
business, we can theoretically grow our businesses exponentially - if we stay on the leading edge of the 
highest value-producing work we can do, and not get bogged down with low-value activities.

Delegating, Outsourcing & Hiring
To clarify what I mean by these terms in the context of a growing business, let’s go through a few 

quick definitions. These are the “entrepreneurial” versions of these definitions - that apply to this report 
and this lesson, not the technical definitions or “big business” definitions.

Delegation: Handing off a task or responsibility to someone else.

Outsourcing: Hiring a person or business that’s separate from your company to do a larger project 
or handle a longer-term responsibility (typically in a “contracting” relationship).

Hiring (employee): Hiring a person to work for your company as an employee.

You can delegate a task or responsibility to someone outside your business (outsourcing) or you can 
bring someone on your team as an employee to handle it (hiring).

Outsourcing is really a form of hiring, but to keep things simple in this report, we’ll use these terms 
the way I’ve described them. The more you actually do them in your business, the more familiar you’ll 
become with them - and the more you can do them in combination to grow.

When it comes time to delegate a task, I highly recommend starting with an outsourced company or 
a contractor on an hourly basis, and arrange for them to do the task for a short period of time. This has 
many advantages. The most important is that it gives you the experience of learning the skill of 
delegating without the pressure of having an employee.

You can hire an experienced virtual assistant, web designer, video editor, salesperson, customer 
service agent, recruiter, event planner, developer... or just about anything else you need... pretty quickly 
with the services available.

If you hire someone as an employee, and they expect to be working a specific number of hours for 
your business, it’s very easy to get caught in an unexpected time-wasting process of “trying to find 
things for them to do.” Often, you’ll hire someone to work for your business, and they aren’t able to do 
all of what you wanted them to do. This creates all kinds of challenges, and I recommend that you wait to 
hire full-time employees until after you have experience delegating and managing small projects with a 
part-time contractor.

Also, if you make a deal with a contractor to do the task or project for a short period of time, and 
things don’t work out, you just walk away. Hiring an employee that you plan to have work for you long-
term requires a lot more consideration, interview time, and background checking.

That said, there will come a time when you’ll want someone who knows you, who learns everything 
about your business, and who works with you closely to grow your business. If you already have 
employees working for your business, then you’re past the initial stage I just mentioned - and we’ll talk 
in a moment about how to make sure you hire super stars for your business.
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Finding A Project-Based Or Hourly Contractor For The First Time
I have had great luck using services like eLance.com to hire project-based and hourly contractors for 

my business. I’ve used them to hire customer service agents, designers, and tech people. The advantage 
of a service like eLance is that you can see the reviews and feedback that the person or company has 
received from others that they’ve worked with in the past.

Here are a few tips when hiring a contractor to work with you:

1) Decide how much time you’d like the contractor to work for you initially, and say it in your ad or 
project listing.

2)Decide exactly what you need them to do, and say it in your ad or project.

3)Decide what success looks like, and... say it in your ad or project.

The reason we do these things is not just about being “clear” in our communication. Actually, the 
biggest value you get from bringing on either a contractor or an employee is the learning that you get 
from the experience. By deciding in advance what you think this project is going to take, you get to check 
the reality against your estimate, and fine-tune your own ability to understand and estimate how long 
things take and how much work and money is required to get them done.

Now, when you’re hiring a contractor, one of the things you expect is that they have some expertise, 
and that they’ll be able to tell you how long some of the project might take. For example, if you know 
nothing about web design, and you hire a web designer, you might need them to tell you how long some 
custom work will take. That’s normal, of course. But it’s still a good idea for you to decide how much 
time you’ll have someone work initially, then extend the project if you like their work.

Hiring An Employee
Hiring an employee is a bigger commitment, as most people who are looking for this category of 

work are looking for something long-term. This isn’t always the case, but the employee relationship, in 
my experience, is typically expected to go for the long-term - so keep that in mind.

When hiring someone to work for you long-term (especially if it’s full-time), it is VERY important 
that you invest the extra time to find the best possible candidate. The best metaphor I can think of for 
hiring someone to work for your company long-term is marriage. If you marry someone that isn’t right 
for you, the extent of problems and hassle that you can experience is beyond what most people can even 
imagine. Same goes for hiring the wrong person to work for your business.

Here’s why: Only about 20% of people who are hired actually work out in the role they were hired to 
do. 80% don’t. That translates into a 4 out of 5 chance that the person you’re hiring isn’t right for the 
job in the long-term.

My friend Brad Smart, the author of the book “Topgrading” has done some research, and calculated 
that the average cost of a mis-hire is over 20 TIMES their yearly salary. That means that if you hire 
someone that makes $50,000 per year to work for your business, and they don’t work out, that the 
total cost to your company is over a million dollars.

This seems impossible, but if you take some time to talk to business owners who have had bad 
experiences because they hired the wrong person, you’ll get instant confirmation.
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The wrong person can create a lot more problems for you than the right person can create 
positive results.

And it’s extremely easy to make a mistake when hiring. Consider this: A person that you are 
interviewing has often just spent several months reading everything they can about how to “ace” an 
interview. They just had their aunt who is a recruiter re-write their resume. And they’re READY.

When we hire someone, we are never more in love with them than the day we hire them. Our 
expectations are high, and our fear of something going wrong is low. But check back 3 months... 6 
months... 12 months down the road, and what happens? Most of the time, it didn’t work out how you 
expected, and now you’re stuck with the wrong person in the role, and a long list of problems that we 
won’t even go into here.

If there’s one thing that “C Players” are good at, it’s creating job security. They are good at figuring 
out how to make it so that they can’t be fired.

A super-star bookkeeper will set up a bookkeeping system in your company that is universal, that 
anyone can use, and they’ll set it up in a way that another person could take over tomorrow if something 
happened to them.

A “C Player” bookkeeper will set up a bookkeeping system in your company that no one has ever 
heard of, that only they know how to use, and they’ll set it up in a way that makes it impossible to use by 
anyone else. I’ve seen this kind of thing. A lot.

I’m not trying to scare you too much here, but when hiring it’s important to be on the ball, and have 
your wits about you. Just like a life-partner, make sure you find the right person. Take the extra time to 
make sure.

Smooth Talkers & Smooth Doers
An insight that has come from many years of hiring super stars is that there’s a big difference 

between “smooth talkers” and “smooth doers.” Smooth talkers talk a good game. They know the 
buzzwords, and they’re very articulate and charismatic. A smooth talker will have you convinced that they 
will deliver perfect results - because they talk like they will.

A smooth doer, on the other hand, tends to not be as interested in their “verbal presentation.” In 
fact, most of the super stars that I’ve hired in my business are not overly-polished or ultra charismatic. 
The rock stars of action, consistency, organization and implementation tend to be very unassuming when 
you first meet them. They don’t make a “bad” presentation, but they also aren’t trying to impress you 
with their vocabulary.

I think the reason why the super stars are usually harder to spot in an interview or first meeting is 
that they don’t NEED to try to impress you. They tend to have a lot of self-confidence, because they 
know that they get the job done. It’s a lot easier to believe that the good-looking, fashionably-dressed, 
smooth-talking candidate is the rock star - when it’s actually the casual, relaxed, practical person that 
winds up getting the job done.

So how do you separate the smooth doers from the smooth talkers? It all starts in your ad or project 
description, then runs through your interviewing process, and finally shows itself conclusively in the 
experience of working with the person. Let’s take each of these one by one, and make sure we get them 
right.
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Your Ad
As you probably know, I’ve invested a lot of time and energy studying marketing. Most people think 

that marketing is for getting customers. But it can be equally valuable when it comes to recruiting people 
to work with you.

A great headline is a great headline, and great copy is great copy. All of the principles of persuasive, 
action-oriented marketing apply directly when writing an ad to hire someone. Here is a version of an ad 
that I’ve written - that has been refined a few times - that I’ve used to hire people to work on personal 
projects and to assist me in my personal life:

WANTED: Organized, Detail-Oriented Personal Project Manager (Miami)

Hi!

I've recently moved to Miami, and I would like to find someone to come to work with me helping to keep 
me organized at my home and home office. This would probably start out as a 10-or-so hour per week 
role, with an initial set of projects that will require more time (setting up our home, etc.). I travel a lot, 
so there will be an average of a week or two per month where there's only a few hours of work required 
that week. But when I'm home, there could be more than 10 hours per week of work.

I'm looking for someone who:

1) Is highly organized, detail-oriented, and serious about organization and cleanliness. You probably 
have done event planning or bookkeeping because you're good at logistics and details, and you like to 
write lists and work from a checklist at all times.

2) Enjoys working alone most of the time, and with people some of the time. The work you'll be doing is 
typically alone. If you're the type of person who likes to chit-chat with people and friends a lot, this 
probably isn't right for you.

3) Has a dependable car. Shopping and errands are key here.

4) Lives within 10 or 15 minutes of Miami.

5) Is "tech savvy" and understands the Mac environment (nothing advanced, but you must know things 
like Office, Google Docs, scheduling, email, ordering things online, etc.)

6) Can do light food washing and preparation (nothing fancy, but I eat a lot of organic foods, and need 
them selected, washed, and prepared).

7) Is dependable (I'm talking about VERY dependable... not the "This usually doesn't happen, but it 
happened again" type). I would prefer if you were that person in grade school that got the award when 
moving on to middle school for perfect attendance in every grade...

8) Doesn't take things personally, have feelings hurt easily or get offended at all. Stays objective and 
likes to always use logic to make decisions.

9) Is cool and relaxed, but always pushing to get things done. It's important that you like to take 
responsibility, and your main focus is always delivering results.

10) Is usually available on Tuesdays all day (this is the best day for me, typically).
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The main components of the work would be:

1) Errands, including picking up various things and shopping, picking up and dropping off mail & 
shipments, etc.

2) Shopping and light cooking/food preparation. I have a pretty "regimented" diet, and I like to prepare 
my food the same way every day. You would head out to the grocery store each week, then prepare food 
and other relatively "simple" stuff. 

3) Ordering various products, keeping them "in stock" at my place (and some at your place for the food 
prep work). This requires working from a checklist each time, to make sure everything on the list is 
checked off every time.

4) Organizing and light cleaning - from keeping things in order to assembling stuff from Ikea, to 
cleaning up after projects. We will have a separate housekeeper, so no heavy cleaning required - but it's 
important that you're always willing and pro-active about cleaning up anything that needs it, if you see 
it.

If you're the type of person who likes super "creative" work, where you have a lot of variety in your day... 
work with lots of other people... like to chat... and deal with a lot of different types of complex 
challenges... then this probably is NOT right for you. This is "organizer" work, and will require you to 
keep checklists and work from them.

On the other hand... if you're the type of person who loves organizing things, operating efficiently and 
using checklists, and basically becoming better and better at running through a pre-planned system, 
then this might be perfect for you!

I really am looking for someone who is incredibly organized in their work life and personal life, and who 
really doesn't like being disorganized or messy. Since there is food preparation involved, it's important to 
me to find someone who is INCREDIBLY meticulous about cleanliness. Look around your house. Is it so 
clean and organized that your friends tell you that you're too uptight... and a clean freak? Perfect! (By 
the way, one of the reasons I need someone who's clean and organized is because I'm kind of a mess!) If 
you're a mess, and you try to convince me that you're organized, I'll find out. So don't even waste your 
time... lol!

I'm looking for a self-motivated, organized person who would like to have a stable role helping me keep 
my life organized.

Please send me an email and include the following:

>Your career history, with each job you've had, what the responsibilities were, who your boss was - along 
with what each of your bosses would say were your strengths and weaknesses. Please also include 
contact information for each of your previous bosses, so I can check your references.

>A resume, if you have one.

>Your salary expectations.

>Confirmation that you meet each of the requirements I've listed above, including car, time flexibility, 
availability on Tuesdays, etc.
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It's important that you tell me about why you think you're a good match for what I've listed above, with 
particular focus on the organizational aspect and time flexibility. I'm going to review every response I 
get personally, and I'll contact you if I think that you'd be a good fit.

Thank you!

What Did You Notice?
As you read that ad, what jumped out at you?

I’ve shown this ad to several people, and most of them immediately notice how many different ways 
that I say the same things over and over. I am essentially repeating myself over and over again - and 
calling out very specific nuances of the role that I’m looking to fill.

Most ads that people are running to find someone like this are maybe 1/10th as specific as my ad, 
and they miss most of the key personality traits and requirements. I even snuck in some personality, to 
make sure that the person who is considering the position has a sense of humor (important for me).

Now, imagine if you were hiring someone and you made sure to go to this level of detail when writing 
your ad or project description...

Get The Most From Your Interview
I break people into two main “business types.” I call them “creatives” and “organizers.” To keep 

things simple, creatives like to generate new stuff, and organizers like to plan and structure, then execute 
the plan. As you can probably already imagine, these two types can have... let’s say... “style conflicts” 
when working together. (If you’ve studied the Myers Briggs personality type system, these roughly 
correlate to the judgement and perception functions.)

If I’m hiring someone, I first try to get clear which type I need. If I’m looking for someone to write 
sizzling marketing copy for me or design a continual stream of new graphics and logos, I’m looking for a 
creative type. If I’m looking for someone to do my bookkeeping work, plan my events, or manage 
projects, I’m looking for an organizer type.

Here are a few questions to ask to figure out what type you’re speaking with:

1) Do you like to plan things out and know what’s going to happen, or do you like to go with the 
flow, improvise, and discover as things happen?

2) Do you plan your vacations, or do you tend to just go somewhere fun and figure out what to do 
from there?

3) Would you prefer to brainstorm ideas and come up with lots of interesting 
options, or would you rather put together a timeline and action plan, then create a 
checklist and start getting things done?

You may have to probe a bit, because when someone is in an interview they often intuitively avoid 
answering questions directly. You’ll often hear “I’m both” or “It depends” or whatever. Don’t fall for it. 
It’s critical that you match the personality of the person you’re hiring to the tasks you need done. No 
amount of training, incentivizing, motivating, criticizing - or anything else - can change a turtle into a 
rabbit... or a rabbit into a turtle.
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Tip: Have creatives and organizers work together. Two creatives working together will brainstorm all 
day and get nothing done. Two organizers working together will plan and take action without the benefit 
of the creative insight that really makes execution pay off.

Find DRIVERS
I’m personally most interested in finding people to work with me that have a quality that I call 

“Driver.” Here are a few of the qualities that you’re looking in a person who is a driver:

They are pro-active, and they take initiative. If they get stuck, they come to you and say “Hey, I need 
some help to move forward.” You won’t hear them telling you things like “I was waiting to hear back 
from you before I did anything” - which is typically good. It’s better to have someone that you have to 
ask to “hold back” a little than someone who you’re trying to motivate into action.

They take personal ownership of delivering the result that they are responsible for delivering. They 
don’t get caught up with “looking busy” and forget about what they’re trying to DO. They don’t confuse 
activity with results. They have aspirations. I like it when someone that I’m interviewing has big goals. I 
will often ask “where are you going to be in 3-5 years?” and then watch their responses. High 
performers have an answer to that question, and it’s usually an inspiring one.

Look For Resourcefulness
I mentioned Brad Smart, the author of the amazing book “Topgrading.”

Brad looks for dozens of individual qualities in a potential candidate, but the most important quality 
that he looks for is resourcefulness. “A Players” - as Brad calls them - always figure out how to make 
things happen, even when they are facing challenges and problems. They are good at finding ways to get 
things done, not making excuses.

Don’t Decide For 90 Days, Minimum
The worst time to decide whether a person is going to work out long-term is when you hire them. At 

the moment you make the decision to hire someone, you are also the most convinced that you’re right 
about them. This leads to “validation bias” and other problematic psychological traps, and causes us to 
stop paying attention.

Instead, make the decision before you even START hiring someone that you’re not going to decide 
for at least a full 90 days whether or not they are actually right for the position. Consider it the 
“engagement period” - and pay careful attention to the results that are being produced, rather than the 
effort being applied. I’ve met many high-energy people who are great at making an appearance of great 
effort, but who can’t seem to show progress in the direction of results at the end of a day.

If you decide not to decide until you’ve worked with someone for 90 days, it gives you a lot of mental 
breathing room to actually pay attention to what’s getting done.

Go Do The Exercises & Watch The Video
Now that you’ve read this report, it’s time to go and do the exercises that you got - and watch the 

video, where I walk you through them. If you haven’t printed them yet, just go back to the page where 
you got this report, and get them... then watch the video...
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Submit Your Exercises & Win A Computer
Just like our last couple of videos, we’re having a contest to see who can submit the best 

“homework.” In this case, you’ll identify the type of person you need, then write an ad to attract them. 
The person that writes the best ad wins a new MacBook Pro, and 2nd place gets a MacBook Air... 3rd 
prize is a new iPad Mini (my favorite iPad). So do your exercises, and submit your insights with a link in a 
Facebook comment or Tweet, and I’m going to personally pick the ones that I like best and give away 
these great computers.

Join Me For Accelerate
Next week, I’ll be opening early registration for my Accelerate Live event and coaching program. If 

you’re a serious entrepreneur who wants to shift your business into high-growth mode, then I’d like to 
invite you to apply to the program and attend. This training is the culmination of many years of studying 
the smartest business growth minds, growing several companies of my own, and now teaching many 
thousands of successful entrepreneurs around the world.

Attend My Webinar On Monday, May 20th
On Monday, May 20th at 2 PM Eastern / 11 AM Pacific, I’m going to host a live webinar where 

I’m going to explain exactly what the Accelerate program is, who it’s for, and how to get in. Again, if you 
want to learn how to shift into high-growth mode, then don’t miss this webinar.

I’ll also be offering a special “first mover” bonus that won’t be available anywhere else - you can only 
get it by attending the live webinar. This will be the most valuable offer I’ve ever made, so come if you 
can. The way to get access to the webinar is to register for my “early list” - which is at:

AccelerateEarly.com

Just put yourself on that list, and I’ll email you the access information for the webinar on Monday. In 
the meantime, use what you’ve learned here to attract and hire great people to take your “busywork” - 
so you can use the time to rejuvenate, and to do the high-value activities in your business - and grow 
your profit and your income.

I’ll talk to you again soon,

        -EBEN
P.S. The Accelerate Business Growth Summit is going to feature my personal teachers and mentors, 
along with some of the top minds in the world on building a fast-growing, profitable business. We will be 
opening for registration on Monday, May 20th for the program, and I’ll be offering a special package if 
you’re one of the first to register. Join me for the live webinar that I’m hosting on Monday at 2 PM 
Eastern / 11 AM Pacific, and get the best price and best bonus - only available if you’re on the live 
webinar. Get access by joining the early list here:

AccelerateEarly.com
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